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What’s Dazzling
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Spot UV
Make Your Images POP!
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ADD ANOTHER TOUCH POINT WITH

INFORMED DELIVERY
Digital Direct
Mail?

It’s New!
NOW IT’S MORE IMPORTANT THEN EVER
TO ENHANCE YOUR MAIL’S PRESENTATION

Informed Delivery, a new service from the United States Postal Service, is changing
the way consumers interact with direct mail. How could it benefit you?
Informed Delivery is a free feature

offers directly related to the piece. For

offered by the USPS that lets residential

example, if a car dealership is sending a

digital messaging, allowing customers to

postal customers sign up to receive

direct mailer promoting its “Deal Days,”

respond to mail even before it arrives.

emailed images of their incoming mail.

it might also provide a link to enable the

It minimizes the risk of marketing

The USPS processing system already takes

recipient to browse the dealer’s inventory

messages being lost

these images as part of its automated

or access a special offer, such as $500 off

or delayed when

mail processes. Now they are being

for the first 100 customers.

someone other

provided as a service to consumers.
To sign up, residential postal customers
log onto InformedDelivery.USPS.com and

The program started as a pilot in 2014

than the intended

and was rolled out nationwide in April

recipient picks up

2017. Already, more than two million

the mail.

register. Then they

postal customers have enrolled—and

Informed Delivery is only available

receive an email

they love it. A USPS survey found that

for postal customers with a residential

each day with up

nine out of 10 people who have signed

address. It is also available only for mail

to 10 black-and-

up check their Informed Delivery

that is processed using automation.

white images of

notifications every day.

their incoming mail.

Informed Delivery offers tremendous

If they get more than 10 pieces of mail,

benefits to mailers, as another touch point?

they can click on a link to view the rest.

Recipients know what’s coming in the

With Informed Delivery, marketers

mailbox whether they are home to pick it

are also able to include links and special
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Marketers can attach additional

Imagine the possibilities! Mail isn’t
becoming obsolete. It’s becoming more
valuable every day.
FUSIONWRX’s can help build your mail
to get noticed before it is ever delivered.

up or not.
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“How’d they do that?”
These are words often used to describe
printed products that use spot UV printing.

azzling. Brilliant. Whether

D

highlights, you can’t miss the effect. As

technique on the water droplets falling

you’re looking for a high-

soon as light hits the areas where the

from the spigot on a newly drilled well.

impact shine to make

coating is applied, they dazzle. If you’re an

Your eye is immediately drawn to those

an image jump off the page or to

automotive manufacturer,

droplets, which sparkle like

add a subtle shimmer, spot UV is

for example, you might

shimmering rain.

a versatile, cost-effective process

add UV spot coating over

that adds that extra something

the entire body of a car

wide range of stocks, but for

that makes your project pop.

to enhance its gloss and

maximum impact, try using

UV coating is cured instantly using

shine. On a business card,

spot UV on matte finished

ultraviolet light. It creates a brilliant

you might use spot UV

paper. Thicker weights are

finish that is precise

coating over top of your

generally preferred. This will

enough to highlight
even the fine details
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Another way to use spot UV is a

create the greatest contrast with the
glossy coating.

of images or text. UV

technique called “clear impact.” In

coating is also highly

this technique, the entire background

Ask us for samples! Ask about how we can

resistant to scuffing

is uncoated, while the UV coating is

make your next direect mail piece - POP.

and moisture and

used to make specific portions of the

helps to protect the piece over time.

text or graphic design jump out. If you’re

Whether spot UV is used to flood

a nonprofit fundraising for a clean water

(cover all) the piece or simply to provide
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logo to make it leap off the card.

Spot UV can be used on a
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Need more reasons to love spot UV?

project, for example, you might use this
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FUSIONWRX Client Success

STRATEGY

THE MAKING OF A

MARKETING ACE

FUSIONWRX can improve your website
visually while boosting visits, clicks and SEO

In addition to the new website, social media, stationary and informational flyers, we designed a die-cut collateral piece that
symbolized Schubert Tennis. By incorporating the tennis ball from his logo into the shape and design of this brochure we created
a visibly captivating piece. This is an impressive, informative and memorable connection to Schubert Tennis; not only does the
piece share the message of who Schubert Tennis is, but does so in a unique and interesting manner.

The visual impression that the website
makes is astronomical compared to the
previous design. Traffic to the new site has
increased by more than 30%. Since debut of the website less than a month ago there have
been multiple requests for estimates. The catalogue has already seen its first customers.
Facebook and LinkedIn have started growth – the key to these connection is the quality of
the contact with nearly one-third being representatives of Universities, Country Clubs and
Athletic Outlets. The numbers can only go up from here.

INITIAL RESULTS

After retiring from the CTC in 2014, Schubert
turned his attention to bettering the sport
for others. His tennis experiences on and off
the court have made him an expert for court
design, maintenance and tennis education.
Schubert Tennis works directly with educational
institutions, recreational facilities and the
individual tennis lover for clay court, hard court
and indoor court development. His consultations
are requested, respected and highly proclaimed
across the Cincinnati, Ohio Tri-State Region.
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1. New Website
2. Mobile Optimized
3. Informational One-Pagers

THE QUESTION WAS: HOW CAN WE
THE ENTIRE TRISTATE REGION?

Incorporate dramatic imagery to tell the Schubert Tennis story. Utilization of social
media, Facebook and LinkedIn, will introduce Schubert Tennis to a new audience.
The plan is to put Rusty in direct contact with his potential clients while raising
overall brand awareness. We overhauled Schubert Tennis’ entire website. While building the website we implemented a search
engine optimization focus utilizing keyword heavy content, descriptive metatags and multiple internal site cross links.
We also produced new branded stationary for Schubert Tennis complimented by a series of informational flyers targeting
specific sales verticals. Each flyer offers relative, impactful testimonials and imagery with respect to the target audience,
including those seeking a personal court, institutions with multiple courts and educational facilities with diverse surfaces.

Rusty Schubert was a teaching pro at the
Cincinnati Tennis Club (CTC) and the Eastern
Hills Indoor Facility for more than 30 years. He
is a longtime board member of the Greater
Cincinnati Tennis Association and has authored a
book about junior tennis. In 2013, Schubert was
enshrined into the Cincinnati Tennis Hall of Fame.

INTRODUCE SCHUBERT TENNIS TO

Capitalize on Rusty Schubert’s accumulated fame from his years of tennis
experiences to make Schubert Tennis a Marketing Ace!

Above: New and
improved Schubert
Tennis website
landing page
Left: Previous
Schubert Tennis
landing page

4. Die-Cut Collateral Brochure
5. SEO | SEM Implementation
PRESENT US YOUR CHALLENGE

info@fusionwrx.com • ph. 859.331.6636
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